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REPORT BY THE CHIEF OF STAFF OF 'xHE TRUCE SUPERVISION ORGANIZATION

TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL CONCERNING THE JERUSALEM INCIDENT

Note by the Secretary-General: The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate for the information of the members of the Security Council the
attached report from the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision
Organization, dated 1 August 1954, concerning the Jerusalem incident
(30 June - 2 July 1954).

Jerusalem, 1 August 1954

REPORT BY THE CliIEF OF STAFF
ON THE JERUSALEM U;QIDENT (30 June - 2 July 1954)

I have the honour to report to the Security Council on the violation of the

cease-fire in the Jerusalem area on 30 June, 1 July and 2 July 1954.

2. On 30 June, at about 17.30Z (19.30 Jordan time; 20.30 Israeli summer time)

the Acting c.hairman of the Israel-Jordan MAC and I heard shots in the direction

of the c~ntral sector of the demarcation line which divides Jordanian~controlled

Eastern Jerusalem from Israeli-controlled Western Jerusalem. Those shots, which

might have been preceded by others which ,~e did not hear, were followed by a

heavy burst of fire by rifles and Bren guns. Calls were immediately sent out

to the United Nations observers in the area and to the Israel and Jordan

Delegations, requesting them to investigate and take steps to stop the fire.

3. After a comparative lull troubled by some single shots and bursts of

automatic weapons, firing by rifle and automatic weapon started again at about

l8.15Z and spread to the north along the demarcation line. Reports received

from authorities on both sides alleged heavy firing from the other side. About

lB.45Z heavy fire was heard with some explosions which appeared to be mortar.
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4. Messaees were sent to the Chief of Staff of the Arab Legion and to the Prime

Ninister of Israel requesting them to take all ne~essary measures for a cease-fire.

Reports received from United Nations observers on both sides established that

both sides'were firiug·and efforts were pursued to fix a time for a simultaneous

cease-fire. Once the uncon~ltiona1 cease-fire ordered by the Security Council

'''lS been broken along several miles in the heart of Jerusalem, it is particularly

difficult to secure an agreed deadline for a. new cease-fire. An agreed deadline

may even be unsuccessful for lack of time for the transmission of orders to all

front-line positions. Thus, neither a first cease-fire arranged for 20.30Z, nor

a second one arranged for 21.10Z were o~8erved. In a third attempt, the deadline

.las fixed at 22.30Z. During the #5 min';"9 period preceding this deadline, heavy

mortar fire against the Old City was ':,~tDa.uBed by United Nations observers. This

last cease-fire set for 22.30Z was observed by both parties for several hours.

5. Between 22.30Z and 0900Z on I July, some isolated shots were reported, but

at Q900Z fire opened again along the entire Jerusalem demarcation line. It

became lighter a~ about 0945 z, with intermittent shots continuing.

6. At 1400Z, the Delegations of' the two Parties met at my request and under my

chairmanship in a special session of the MAC. In view of the resumption of

firing on 1 July, I proposed that they should agree to recommend to their

respecti~e Governments: (a) to forbid and punish sniping, (b) to order an

unconditional cease-fire and (c) to report to the Uhited Nations observers for

immediate investigation any future br~aches of the cease-fire. With a view to

calming public ,opinion in Jerusalem and elsewhere, I further proposed that the

two Governments should make it clear that they had no intention to start military

operations and should withdraw any reinforcement of the line which might have been

made on 30 June and 1 July. Finally, I pointed out that an agreement for an

investigation of the events was very desirable and that I was ready to arrange

for United Nations Observer teams to investigate on both sides of the demarcation

line with the co-operaticn of the respecl..: VB authorities. I added that the

reports of the observers would be con£~dered and the necessary conclusi0ns drawn

in a meeting of the ~iAC.
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7. After my statement, the Senior Israeii Delegate gave the Israeli veraion or

the incidents. Regarding the starting of fire 00'30 June, he stated that at

20.31 hours, Israeli time, a number of shots were fired from the Old City wall
• towards the New City of Jerusalemj two Israelis were immediately wounded; the

fire was not returned and apparently stopped, but at about 21.20 heavy fire started

all along the line (six more Israelis were ilOunded ,~ithin about an hour). i~ith

regard to the resumption of firing on 1 July, he stated that snipi.'1g had begun at

daybreak at about 0530:, that one Israeli 'Was killed and three wounded, that fire

had started afresh and continued up to a few minutes before the meeting, and that

three more Israelis were wounded.

8. The General Staff Officer in' charge of the Israeli Delegations to the MACs

added that it was a ~lanned Jordanian attack and that, on'the Israeli side, fire

had been returned only after a time, when the situation became extremely

dangerous.

9. The discussion was interrupted and finally cut short in ~s first meeting

of the MAC in view of the Jordanian allegation that firing had been resumed in

the southern sector against Deir Abu Tor on the Jordan side of the demarcation

line. In this connexion each Delegation stated that instructions had been given

on its side not to f'ir'e and even not to return fire. The two Delegations agreed

that the information just received regarding the resumption of firing sho~d be

checked. They also agreed on an unconditional cease-fire as from 1530Z and on

an investigation ,Qf the Jerusalem incicent to be carried out, as I had proposed,

by United Nations observers with the assistance of the respective authorities

on each side.

10. The ceaseMfire ~hich had been agreed to for 1530Z during the 1 July meeting

of the Mi~C was of short duration. There ~ere a few shots between 1600 and 16,oz
and at 1705Z and United Nations observer teams on both sides reported that they

were under heavy fire. Firing became light at l730Z and the Jerusalem area

became quiet after l845Z.

11. On 2 July, there were a few shorts during the night. At 0330Z, an Israeli

soldier ~as reported vlounded in the Mount 2ion area. His body was recovered by

a lmited Nations party at 0500Z, after arrangements had been made to ensure no
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further f'iring in that area. Intermittent Shooti,ng continued during the day}

despite the eff'orts of the United Nations observers on both sides to secure a

complete cessation of !iring. Such cessation did not take place until about

.210QZ.

12. There were still a few shots on 3 July and it was not until the afternoon

of that day that what could be considerc~ a firm ceaseMfire was obtained.

However, occasional shots have since been heard, especially during the night,

with a rather serious exch&n@e of firtng ~ccurrlng as recentlY as 27 Jw.y and

which was stopped immediately by the action of UNTSO and the co-operation of the

Parties. T~~s occasional firing may be ~xplained by the fact that nervousness

has not comple~ely disappeared along the demarcation line. Perhaps also some

triggerwhappy individuals are not yet sufficiently controlled.

13. The United Nations observers completed their investigation of the Jerusalem

incident on 6 July, Their reports were communicated to the two Delegations on

8 July and the MAC was convened on 11 July.

14. At the beginning of the meeting I recalled that at the previous meeting, on

1 July, the two Delegations had agreed on an investigation and on a new

unconditional cease-fire for 1530Z on that day. However, soon after 1530Z,

single shots had been reported from both sides of the line, and at 1705Z United

Nations observers, established in teams on both sides to start their invest:i '3!",tion

of the Jerus~lem incident, had reported that they were under heavy fire. (

added: liThe 'unconditi'onal ceasewfire had been broken by both Parties and, J,. am

sorry to say, not for toe first time dur::,ng the incident. This, to me, shows

a lack of control over the men you have ~~'<arding yo:or borders. This lack of

control may very well be the p~sic CEuse of the entire ~ncident, an incident that

cost the lives of 9 persons and the wounding of 52 othe,"s. For days preceding

the open hostilities, reports were received from both sides concerning the

throwing of rocks. I have confidence in the witnesses who have confirmed that

the guard units'of both sides were throwing rocks. This indicates to me a lack

of the type of discipline or control one might except from trained military or

police uni ts . It
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15. I further stated that since the meeting was a continuation of the one I had

personaliy convened to deal with the break of the cease-fire, I should like to

open it by presenting certain considerations 1 the full text of which is annexed to

this report (Appendix 1). I stated that, after a careful study of the

investigation reports, I did not find that they cleared tithe point 8S to who

nred the first shot. 11 I suggested that the usual practice of resolutions

introduced by the Parties should not bef'bllowed "atthis time" and that we

should examine the evidence in order that we might, as a body acting under the

true concepts of an armistice commission, reach agreement on measures to be

undert~ten that would make impossible the recurrence of such an incident. Neither

such statements nor my opinion that lack of control over the men guarding the

border might livery well be the basic cause· of, the entire incident ll .JaB intended

to prevent either Delegation from holding and presenting other opinions. As a

matter of fact, both Delegations challenged my views. Both, analysing statements

of numerous witnesses on their side as well as on the other side of the

demarcation line, discarding some statements aB unreliable, reconciling

apparently contradictory statements with one another, putting oral questions to

United Na~ion8 observers, endeavoured to prove the case which had been theirs

prior to the investigation and, in fact, from the very beginning of the incident,

biz. that the responsibility of the other Party was undeniable and that the

Chairman must Vote in favour of the resolutions which they were eager to move as

early as possible and which I prevailed upon them not to read out prior to the

end or the discussion in the MAC.

16. At the 11 July meeting, after I had made my statement, the General Staff

Officer in charge of the Israel Delegations to the MACs said that there was in

the incident lino quest1of,l of lack of control over people, military, para~military

or irregular. 11 It was a planned attack and the. first thing the MAC should do was

to establish eXactly whose respon6i~ility it was. Due to the seriousness of the

attack, the Israel Delegation, which had not.participated in the operations of the

MAC for some time, had agreed to take part in this special meeting. After putting

~ome questions to the United Nations observers, the Israeli Delegation would

present its case.

The Senior Jordan Delegate thought that it was very important to know who

started the fire. He said that when fire was started against Jordan they had
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presented at once a complaint to the Chairman and requested him to do all his

best and ask the other side to stop the firing~ He accordingly BaIted to present

the Jordwl case at once.

The Israel Delegate said his Delegation had no~ been in a position to submit

a complaint to the MAC before the meeting aince it had ceased to participate in

its work. As the Israel Delegation had requested first to present its case, it

was its prerogative to do so, after questions had been put to the United Nations

observers.

17. After the United Nations observers had been questioned, I stated that the MAC

was not called upon to consider a complaint received from either Party. There

had been no such complaint. The Party which would present its case first would

not be considered as being the compla~n1ng Party. I recalled my suggestion

llthat no resolution be presented at this time" and added that either Party could

present a resolution at the end of' the discUS:::i!on. I then gave the floor to the

Delegation of Israel, since it had been the first to request to present its case.

18. The General Staff Officer in charge of the Israel Delegations to the MACs

said that V'hile considel"!ng the evidence, the VIAC had to establish two main

things: (a) who started the attack on 30 June? (b) who broke the cease~fire

agreement reached during the MAC meeting on 1 July? The Israel Delegate offered

evidence of Jordan preparations designed to prove the responsibility 01' Jordan for

the attack on 30 June. Some hQ1.U's before the shooting started on 30 June, two

companies of the Arab Legion were moved to the border, according to Israeli

information. They had reinforced the Jordan positions. During the investigation

by United Nations observers, an Israeli police sergeant stated that on the morning

of 30 June he had noticed 8 to 10 men in a position usually manned by 3. Two

days earlier, he had seen in anothElr area the Arabs "putting up big stones,

sandbags and floor-tiles, building firing positions a,nd completing the already

existing firing positions. 11 Another. witness, an Israeli army sergent, stated

that on 30 June, his position, after having been under fire from different

positions along the Old City wall, was later under more violent fire coming "from

ne.l positions further inside the Old Cityl/. In addition, the Israel Delegate

told the MAC that the fact that "none of the Jordanian Witnesses reported

•
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reinforcement on the Jordan aide after firing started proved that preparation

had been made before. At thE, same time, Israeli witnesses described the

reinforcements that reached th~ Israeli positions after firing started and

clearly indicated that there was no rejnforcement before. u According to the

Israel Delegate, the fact that on 30 June there were 8 casualties on the Israeli

side within the first hour and a half of shooting and no casualty on the Jordan

side until 22.00Z, when a policeman was wounded, also proved that the Israelis

did not attack. The Israel Delegate stat2d that, on ;0 June, the tire started

from the Jordan side at 17.20Z. That time was given by Jordanian witnesseS for

the opening of fire on their side though they claimed that the Israelis had

started before, '\..hich was allegation only". About 17.20Z 'Was also the time when

on th~ Israeli side of the demarcation line a United Nations guard heard,

according to his statement, ahots from a distance and, arriving at lI1amilla,h

Square at 17.25, f01Uld that it was under fire from the Old City.

19. With regard to the breach of the cease-fire arranged for l530Z on 1 July,

the fact that there ~ere 5 wounded on the Israeli side within the first half hour

and no casualty on the Jordan side until almost an hour and a half ",as Ilconclusjve

proof that here again Jordan broke the cease-fire and started firi~: dt our people

\:G the streets 11.

20. The Jordanian case was presented by the Senior Jordan Delegate on 12 July.

From his anaJ.:isis of various testimonies, he concluded that on ,0 June lithe

Israelis started to fi~e at Jordan from different directions at 17l5Z; that

15 minutes later Jordan was forced to answer by some light firing in 6elf-d~fence;

that the first Isr~eli injured was hit at l745ZIl
)/ The Israelis also broke the

~/ The wounded man, a border policeman on duty on the roof of a building on
Mamilla Street, told United Nations observers on 2 July that he had been
wounded on 30 Jm1e at l7.45Z by the first shot from the Arab side. The time
given by the wounded policeman has been contested by the Israel delegation on
the grounds that he was SUffering great pain when he was interrogated. His
sergeant, questione1 by United Nations observers Du 3 July, said that between
17.30Z and 17.45Z he was standing on Mamilla Street when he heard shots. He
ran up the stairs of the building where he hed two men posted and found that
one of them was wounded. The policeman who was not wounded was interrogated
by United Nations observers on 4 July. He had no watch but thought ·he could
estimate the time which had elapsed after they had left the barracks at 17. OOZ.
According to his statement his companion ~as wounded by the first two shots
fired from the Arab side at about 17.15Z. A diff'erent time, about 17.'OZ, waS
given by a civilian who ran up to the roof and helped to carry do~n the wounded
policeman.
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cease-rire arranged for 1530Z on 1 July. According to the Arab Legion non

commissioned officer in charge in the Abu Tor area an Israeli sniper continued

firing until 1600z and started again at 16.3oz. .Five persons were killed and

26 injured on the Jordan side during the Jert1salem incident, all of them on

1 July, except ~cr one injured on ~O June and one killed and one injured on

2 July.

Some da~s before the incident the Israelis brought strong reinforcements into

Jerusalem, according to Jordanian 1nformation~ A witness on the Jordan side

stated that on 30 June there had been firing from a building which had been

occupied by the Israel frontier gUBxd about 20 days before. On the other hand,

it vias not true that Jordan had started building fortifications two days before

the incLlent: the construction of a wall in the square of Damascus Gate was

considered last year, after the previous Jerusalem ind.dent, when 15 people were

killed and 13 wounde~ in that square by Israeli fire in five minutes; the

construction of the wall began 2 months ago. The Mtmicipality of Jerusalem also

started one month ago the construction of another wall on the road of Sheikh

Jarrah. The two walls were being constructed to prote9t the lives of Jordanians

from Israeli fire. The wall in the square of Damascus Gate had in fact protected

them during the latest incident.

21. At the end of the 12 July meeting, the two Delegations submitted their draft

resolu~ions.

22. The Israeli draft resolution read 60S follows:

111. On jO June 1~54, at 1720 hours Z, appro:Kimately, Jordanian armed
forces started an attack by firing on Israel Jerusalem, commencing at
Mamilla Road where an Israel Border Policeman on guard duty was wounded
by Jordanian rifle fire. T4e Jordanian attack in which rifle, automatic
and mortar fire was used, spread along the whole urban line, causing a
total of eight casualties on Israel aide during the first ninety minutes
of the attack.

2. At the Special Mi~ed Armistice Commission meetinG on 1 July 1954,
a sincere cease-fire was agreed upon, to truce effect as from 1 July 1954,
at 1530 hours Z. Jordan violated this cease·fire agreement by starting
to fire on Israel citizens shortly after the time fi:Ked for the commencement
of the cease-fire, hitting an ambulance which ~as trying to evacuate a
wounded woman, and firing on the white jeepsters driven b~ United Nations
military observers.

•
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3. The firing continued on the 2nd of July 1954, causing a total of
thirty casualties to Israel, of whom four killed and twentyMsix wounded.
Of the killed, one was a woman, two male ci'l1,lie,ns and one a soldier.
Of the wounded, seven were women, three children under the age of
fourteen, ten male civilians, one a priest, one a soldier and four
policemen. Of the latter, the soldier and one policeman were not on
duty.

4. The Mixed Armistice Commission condemns Jordan in the strongest
terms for this attack of Israel Jerusalem by the Jordanien armed forces
and finds that it CODstitutes an extremelY Seri,QllS breach of' the General
Armistice Agreement, and particularly of Article III, para. 2 and
Article Ill, para. 3 thereof.

5. The Mixed Armistice Commission calls upon the Jordanian Authorities
to abide by all the obligations imposed upon Jordan by the General
Armistice Agreement. It

23. The Jordanian draft resolution read as follows:

tiThe M:l.xed Armistice Commiss:l.on having examined the report of the
ffilited Nations Observers·who investigated the Jerusalem incident on both
sides of the Demarcation Line, reported to it by the Jordan Delegation on
the evening of 50 June, 1954,

r. NOTES that, according to the contents of the report of the
U,N, Observers on the Jordan side:

(a) On June 30, 1954 at about 1715Z the Jordan sector of
Jerusalem was subjected to Israeli rifle and machine gun
fire, followed by mortar bombing.

(b) Israeli fire came simultaneously from different Israeli
army positions located at Touri area, King David area, Notre
Dame Convent ~~ Musrara Quarter.

(c) Shortly after the start of Israeli firing, Jordan
Authorities contacted the Chairman of the MAC and requested
that he ask Israelis to cease firing on Jordan.

(d) On the night of June 30, Israeli fire continued at
frequent. intervals in spite of the U.N. Truce SuperVision
Organization efforts to enforce a cease-f~re.

(e) When Israeli fire continued and increased, followed by
heavy mortal' bombing, and crossing of the Demarcation Line
at Abu Tor, Jordanians were led to reply in l?elf~defense.

~howing restraint they used only light arms, and only two
2!1 mortar shells at Abu Tor to stop the advance of Israelis
on Jordan positions.

,
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II. NOTES FURTHER

(a) that on July 1st at about 0830Z in spite of a cease-fire
order, Israelis reopened heavy automatic and mortar fire, on
the Jordnn sector of Jerusalem, thic.';l:f populated.

(b) General Bennike, Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision
Organization} called the two parties at a ~eeting on that same
day at 1400z. It was agreed tha~ an unconditional ceaBe~fire

would be inforced from 1530Z and that teams of OOEervers would
proceed with investigation on both sides of the Demarcation Line.

(c) In spite of this agreement, Israelis continued their firing
and shelling by 2 11 and ;11 mortars. Israelis J wbo did not stop
firing at 15302 and continued firing froill 1400z hrs. till 16002
hrs. in Abu Tor area, end other areas then continued firing till
ne:d day.

IH. NOTES FURTHER

That Israeli firing from June 30 to July 2nd, raaulted in making
31 Jordanian Victims, five killed, among them one woman and
twenty-six injured inclUding two children t'lo1O and nine years old
as well as nine women, all except two of these were peaceful
civilians.

IV. NOTES FURTHER

(a) That Israelis fired at the Jordan Sector of Jerusalem,
104 mortar bombs, s:l.xty 2" shells and forty~four 3 rJ she11s.
The U.N. Observers were able in the orief time of their
investigation to verify the location of sixty~two of these bombs.

Co) The U.N. Observers report that twenty 2 ft mortars fell in
the Armenian Convent, eight in Christ Church, two in tIle Citadel
Police Station, one in Via Dolorosa. Seven 3" morters fell in
the area of the Supreme Moslem Coilllcil and Umaryah School which
is also the first stat.ion on th.-: Way of the Cross. Seven 3"
mortars fell on the Armenian Quarter. Three yt mortars fell on
AvJqaf buildings. Three more 3 11 mortars fell about 100 metres
South ivest of tne Holy Sepulchre. Another eleven 3" mortars
fell on the Russian Church.

(c) Israelis used Convents and Churches such as Notre Dame de
France and St. Claire Convent for firing positions. They also
took for targets Holy Pla~es, Convents and Churches.

1
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FIIlDS

(a) That the firing across the Demarcation Line by Israeli
Military Forces :f.B a violation of Article II1, paragraph 3,
of the General Armis'tice Agreement, aggravated by the facts
that they concentrated their firing on thickly populated areas,
that they us~d religious places for firing pas!tlons and took
Holy Places and Convents fOl" targets .

.(b ) That the crossing of the Delllarcetion T..:lne by Israeli
Military Forces at Abu Tor is a breach of Arttcle Ill,
paragraph 2, of the General' Armistice Agreement.

Such fire, by its very nature} was

VI. CONDEMNS

Israel in the strongest terms for these acts of aggression by
Israeli Military Forces aga:fnst civ"ilians in thickly populated
areas and Holy Places, and cella upon Israeli Authorities to
respect the General Armistice Agreement and to prevent such
acts of aggression in the future.

v'J:I. DEtVlJ-\NDS

That Israelis do not use Convents and Churches for firing
positions and that strict demilitarization of such places
be effected. I1

24. At the beginning of the meeting of the l~.C held on 15 July, I replied to B

luestion put to me by the Israel Delegation concerning hite on or dam~ge to Holy

?laces or other places of worship in connexion with the firing of 2 11 and 311

~rtar during the incident: In my a.~swer, I referred to the statements of the

Jbscrvera and to a map showing the hits they had recorded in the Old City (thirty

~" and nineteen 311
) and on the Mount of' Olives (eleven 3"). Such map showed

lesrly the danger to which the Holy Places had been slfujected. The Israeli

elegntion had told the Commission that "strict instruct,;.ons 'vere issued to the

srasli troops not to fire on the Holy Places ll and it had noted that these

DstructioDS Ilwere fully implemented". I replied that with wr.atever care

Jraeli gunners had tried to comply with them} they could not be implemented in

le,v of the inaccuracy of mortar fire •

.1discriminate.

The Israel Delegation returned to the question of hits on and damage to

le Holy Places in the course of the meeting. It said that in the Old City of'

·'T1J.salem there ~.,as not a. single 20 or 30 metres distance ~vitbou't a Holy Place,
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a place of worship or historical site or some religious building and submitted

that it was precisely the reason why the Jordanian autl~orities had chosen to

launch an attack upon tte Israel sector of Jerusalem from the Old City} knowing

very well that if they should use preciseJ.y this historical are£.. as a base for a

military attack} no matter who started firing first} it would be necessarily a

bullet coming from outside the Old City, in spite of strict instructions, which

would hit one or another Holy Place. The Jordanian Delegation in its draft

resolution had demanded that Israelis "not use convents and churches for firing

positions and that strict demilitarization of such places be effected", The

Israel Delegate said that the Jordan Delegation had no right to make this

suggestion uHi thout declaring here quite clearly and def'ini tely the.t it, on its

own part, is prepared to undertake, on behalf of the Jordanian Government} never

again to use this area of holy places, religious' buildings and historical sites

as a base for aggression11,

25. The Jordanian Delegate observed that the Jordanians were not using any

religious places as firing positions.

26. After presenting its case on 12 July} the Jordanian Delegation had submitted

the following proposals:

"(a) That the Israeli Authorities be made responsible for the firing
in Jerusalem and bear the con~equences of this act of oggreBsion.

tb) That Convents and Churches used as firing positions be ctr1ctly
demilitarized.

(c) That houses i~ the Demilitarized Zone occupied either by civilians
or military forces be evacuated Without delay. The continuation of
occupation of such buildings can only be a source of further incidents
and constitutes a continuous violation of the Armistice Agreement.

(d) That Israeli Authorities give assurances to stop all aggressiol1s
against Jordan and not to repeat such attack. and firing at the most
holy part of the city, which is in Jordan.

(e) That measures be taken to remove from both sides in Jerusalem
all kinds of mortars and bombs"ll

..
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27. The Israeli Delegation stated that most Jordan proposals implied

modifications of the General Armistice Agreement which should be considered

under Article XII of the Agreement J an Article which Jordan had refused to

implement.

28. On 15 July, before the beginning of the discussion of the draft resolutions

presented by the two Partiee at the end of the previous meeting, the Israel

Delegation submitted the following proposals:

"l. Reaffirmation by the Parties of their obligation to abide
by all provisions of the General AJ'mistice Agreement.

2. Reaffirmation by the parties of their obligation to settle
all differenceS and disputes by pacific means.

3. Implementation of' the General Armistice Agreement provisions
providing for free access to EOly Places, cultural institutions
and to Mount Scopus, and the resumption of the normal functioning
of the humanitarian institutions on Mount Scapus.

4. Reaffirmation by the Parties of the obligation under the
General Armistice Agreement to refrain from firing across the
lines and from all hostile acts, and its particularly strict
observance in the Jerusalem area.

5. Division of the Jerusalem No-Manls-Land which has been a Bource
of incidents and a clear marking of the Demarcation Line jointly
by the two Parties.

6. Meeting at an appropriate level of representatives of the two
Parties with a view to adopting security measures for the
mitigatlo~ of tension and prevention of incidents particularly
in the Jerusalem area. II

29. Before the draft resolutions submitted by the two Delegations were put to

the vote, I explained why, after hearing the two Parties present their case and

discuss at length all the aspects of the Jerusalem incident, I had to maintain

the position that I was unable to support either side in its condemnation of the

other as the Party responsible for the incident. I stressed the want of

concrete evidence of advance preparations for an attack by either side; the

point - to me Qecisive ~ that the shooting began lightly and sporadically and

even took up after a lull j without any 'of the concerted fire on which an
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attacker must count for the success of the operation; the logical explanation of

the early ratiQ of casualties in the ~0nstruction and configuration of the city,

and the social habits of the populatioDs' the completely unsatisfactory state of

the evidence concerning the first s' Jts, or even the time of the first shots.

The full text of my statement 1~ annexed to this report (Appendix 2).

30. In accordance .../i th the posiUon I bad indicated, I abstained when the

Israeli and Jordanian reso11~tions NeTS successively put to the votL. Neither

of them was carried.

31. At the end of' the statement ! had made at the 11 July meeting of the MAC

(Appendix 1), I hnd referred to the grave and continuing risk of unplanned

outbreaks of hostilities alcng the Demarcation Line, with consequences which

'I
!
!

could well be fatal to the peace of the area.

following suggestions:

I hao. accordingly made .:the . A

1. The establi.shment of adequate Officer and Non~CommisflionedOfficer

supex'vls:J.on of the frontier guards.

2. A firm undertaking to refrain from any retaliatory fire.

3., Ti~ complete repression of sniping.

4. The prompt disciplinary ('ction aGainst all violators of

cease-fire orders.

5. A sincere effort to reduce teLuion.

32. At the meeting of the MAC held on 12 July, the Jordan Delegation declared

that it was tn full agreement with my suggestions. .Il.t the meet in,?; held on

15 July, the Israel Delegation stated that at the two preceding meetings they had

pointed out that my 6ugmestions were in fact corollaries of the provisions of

the General Armistice Agreement and it was quite' clear that both Parties should

abide by them. However, b.eeauee these suggestions were aXiomatic, theY were not

Sufficient to provide a solution of the problems created or the reduction of

tension existing along the Demarcation Line, anJ. did !,ot provide all the means

to guarantee peace and security in Jerusalem. In view of tllis, the Isra-el

Delegation had slwmitted the proposals quoted in para3raph 28 of this report.
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33. After noting tde response of' the Parties to my suggestions, and the

proposals they had respectively made, I annOlillced, at the end of my statement

on 15 July (Appendix 2) that I intended to hold conversations ~ith the Parties

for the discussion of practical measures to prevent the recurrence of bloodshed•.

I shall approach the t"JO Governments to ascex"tain wha.t steps can be taken to

prepare such discussion and, since my mission as Chief of Staff is coming to

an end, the manner in ,~hich the mission of' my 6llccessor can best be facilitated

in this connexion.

(!!!.wed) GENERAL BENl'JIKE
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APPENDIX 1

OPENING STATEMENT OF TIlE CHAIRMAN, MAJOR GENERAL V. BJ~NNIKE

AT TIlE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE HJK-I MAC ON 11 JULy 1954

This meeting is the continuation of the Special Meeting of First Jul)r.

The Mixed Armistice Commission then decided that the grave incident which had

begun OD 30 June in Jerusalem would be investigated on both sides of the

Demarcation Line by United Nations Military Observer'teams.

In addition, as firing was reported to have re~opened and to have continued

during the meeting, a new unconditional cease-fire was arranged for 1530Z cn

First July.

Soon after 1530Z, the time set, and agreed to by both delegations, for an

unconditional cease~fire ••• single shots were reported from both sides of th~

Line. ~W United Nations Military Observers were already established in teams on

both sides to start their investigation of the incident. At 1?05Z, both of these

teams reported that they were under heavy fire ..•

The unconditional cease~fire had been broken by both Parties, and, r am

sorry to say, not for the first time during the incident. This, to me, shows

a lack of control over the men you have guarding your borders ••• This lack of

control may very well be the basic cause of the. entire incident ••• an incident

that cost the lives of nine persons and the wounding of 52 others.

For days preceding the open hostilities, reports were received from both

sides concerning the throwing of rocks. r have confidence in the witnesses who

have confirmed that the guard units of both sides were throwing rocks. This

indicates to me a lack of the type of discipline or control one might expect

from trained military or police units.

It was not until the afternoon of July 3rd that we had obtained What could

be considered a firm cease-fire ••• and as late as 15l0Z last evening, single

isolated shots have been reported in this area.

The reports of the investigating teams were communicated to you OD 8 July.

We have had more than two days to study them. Since this meeting is the
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continuat:ion of the meeting I had llersonally conv~ned to deal i11th the breach

of the cease-fire, I ahould like to ppen,it.by presenting certeinCODsiderations

In the first place, we should fol1:ovr.B. procedure adapted to this case.,

This meeting i'Tas not convened on the b:;..sis of a complaint by either Pari;y, but

of . a l'eCluest to the J41xed ArmiGtice Commissibn' by the Chief of Staff, as

Chairmen of the Mixed·Armistice Con~is6ion. ~ tave requc8~~d tbe Mixed Armistic

CC;~:.lissic:1 to ~:.J.ke ap:9l"opl'iate action ,by rneSf!,) of its ob.'" 2t'vatio~ and

investigation machinery.' In my opinion, the USual practice of resolutions

introduced by the Parties 'woUld Dot be helpful, I suggest that no resolution

be presented' at this time o ";e sh.J!'ld f'x8mine the evidence in ora.·:::r tbat; we may,

as a body acti:.."":..~ under the true cOr.'cql-jC af an ormist;jce ct);r,missiim, re['.cb

agreement on L,:l3SUreS to ,be undertaken t,llD.t ~iill make impossible the recu.rrence

of such an incident.

In the second place, I aSK :for YO""i' co-op~ration in recogni~i:-:,g thfl.t this is

not 'the place Dor time to C10,,'\1 the a5.r ~.,ith mutual recrimi~atior.s by 'che partie.

r have made a careful sti.\d.y of the investigation l'eportG and must conclude

that they do not clear the point as to i'i:10 f:l.red: the first shot. On the

contrary', I cC:1,~ider that, face.d ,.ri·Gh r;:my contradictory statements, we shall

have to recognize the manifest in,)o.lsibility of' determining with any degree

. of ac~uracy the moment of' t'1e ftr5t ef ma'ny shots. f,nd I am certain that if we

cannot es)"abl:l.sl1 ~~ the first 8ho1O "'£'13 fired, then it is equally hopeless to t

to prove ~~ beGan the firi~g.

But even if it is futile to seck to fix the responsibility 1'01' the flare-up

in Jeru~alem, our time would not be lost if' we·consiuered its va~ious aspects wi

a vie~l to drawing some practical conclusions vlh1eb would help in maintaining the

cease-fire for the future.

Yet, some bas lc facts d.o emerge from om' examination of the ee.rly stages

of this deplorable incident.· First, es far as the Truce SuperVision Organizatirn

is concerned, the Military Observers have obta::ned no evidence that e'ither side

planned or prepared either anoffennivc, or even a general fireficht along the
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Demarcation Line in the Jerusalem area. Second, I am certain that the good faith

of the assurances given by both Parties at our previous meeting - that they

had no intention to undertake military operations. has :eeu fully proven.

By contrast, a sk:l.J'.f:::ful aspaet of this incident was the repeated f'i~ing at

unarmed civili:::.ns en[;<::.!;.:!ll in their ord:l.Osry activities, on either side of the

Line.

J:: :::1.1,) C'.:::;:y, th~ use of' mOTtar fire 1.1'1 Jerusalem is justified neither in

t!::"-~;;;.:. ";"~' i::":.~ (::31.l.3~rs i~v0:.ve1 to religious and cultural sites, nor in terms

ai' -':'4:..:'t"':-~~ cf.':\'ct~ In the course of this incident, peaceable civilians were

k:.E'j.i ",:I,' \,r0·.'4~,:L:J. by mortar fi.re, churches were repeatedly hit, but no serious

d~~r£t:"';.<~ "&':3 i~:o:~.1.~.ct8d 0.:1 any military target~

Fr..;..t 2.€i::eral ccoclusions can we 00,'" dre1.-T for the safety of the future?

Fi~$~, we~re obliged to recognizetha~ there is a grave and continuing

ri8~ of lu:p~s~ned outb~eaks of hostilities along the Demarcation Line, with

cO"'::'.!0'l;~·':l(;(:s that can ~.,ell be fatal to tb.: pea~e of the area. For this reason,

"e aTe £.,11 dut;y-bound to turn our attention to the future~ \.[e must '''orlt to

Ove~COffie the iw~ediate local causes of tension along the Line; and we must prepar.

for mv~e effective action on both sides to carry out such local cease-fire ,

agreeme:-!'lts as may have to be made in the future.

I accordingly make the ~ollowing specific suggestions.

Fi~st - The establishment of adequate Officer and Non-Commissioned

Officer supervision of the frontier guards.

Second - A firm undertaking to refrain from any retaliatory fire.

~ - The complete repression of sniping.

Fourth - The prompt disciplinary act;ion against all violators of' cease-fire

orders.

~ - A sincere effort to reduce tension.

This is a commission where all concerned may be heard, but, I state again,

now is not the time to attack one another ovel' issues that cannot be proven

by the investigation. I invite, rather, your constructive suggestions on how tu

prevent such incidents.

"
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In conclusion, I wish to remind the Parties of th~ir own .affirmation, in the

General ArmisM e Agreement" that they will scrupulously respect the Sacurity

Councilfs injunction against resort to military force. Nor caD I over~emphasize

the Council's own re-affirmation, in its resolution of 11 August 1949, both

of its unconditional cease-fire order and of its reliance upon the Parties to

the General Armistice Agreement to ensure the continued observance of their
firm pledge against any further acts of hostil!ty.

Israel and Jordan are, in the eyes of all the world.. both jointly in this

Mixed Armistice Commission en~ severally in their own solemn responsibilities

as States.. the trustees of Jerusalem; and it is only through their own most
earnest efforts that this important oentre of population, with its Holy Places

and its religious and cultural institutions, caD be preserved in the interest of

the two States themselves and of 0.11 the nations of the world.

i, ,

J,
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APPENDIX 2

Statement of' the Chairman Ma or General V. Bennike,
at t.:le S12eciaJ ~leet111g he -PE- 5 Juli'; 192f

_\ During these three meetings, you have both, at very considerable length,

analyzed the evidence of the Nilitary Observers on the Jerusalem incident,

argued your own points of view, and had repeated opportunities for rebuttals.

I nOif ,fish to present to you my aIm conclusions.

Before I do so, I want to thank you for your consirleration in allowing

me a two-day recess. You will recall that at the second of our special

meetings, on 11 July, I requested that iTe turn our attention to the future

and, instead of indulging in mutual recriminations, we 1'10rlt out practical

measures for preventing the recurrence of this most deplorable incident ....
It ,,,,as in support of this. request that I indicated my mm vie,·, of the case,

founded upon my personal experience during the incident and my careful study

of the vel'y same reports and records on "Thich you have based your own arguments.

I asked you, at that time, to recognize that it would be idle, in an incident of

this character, to seek to pinpoint the first shot and so to condemn either side.

Nevertheless, each party has sought at length to prove that the other

executed a planned and pre-arranged attacl{ upon the othel'. For three sessicns,

amounting to some twelve hours, the Chair has 81lo,.,ed you free range to present

the case ~rou thought the record justified. I have given my fullest attention

to your analyses and have used the interval you he,ve allowed me in order to

revie,,,, the record afresh, and to gain every possible benefit from your own

evaluations of the same evidence as is available to us all.

I shall now give you my conclusions for this review. But I ask you to

remember that I am not a. judgej I was not called upon to sit here in ignorance

of the facts of the case 8l1d listen only to what you had to place before me.

On the contrary, I am a neutral and impartial memoer of the Mixed Armistice

Conunission, but none the less, a voting and purt1 cipa.ting member, called upon

to cast my o,m. vote strictly in accordance with the evidence ,,,,e have all reviewed.

I only ask you to recognize, that I act in good conscience, on the authority

of the facts as I see them.
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I. I turn first to the immediate antecedents of the incident. Is there

evidence that this was an attack, ex.ecuted in accordance with a pre..arranged.

plan? Each party has tried to. demonstrate high-level planning and military

preparation on the part of the other.

A. Ea.ch side hes introduced unsupported allegations of eA'tensive troop

movements by the other in the prececting days. Apart from isolated statements

by One or two Witnesses on~either oide, conc~ning a small increase in the

man,ning of a single firing post immediately opposite them, this charge is not

borne out in the recol'd. The United Nations Military Obse:rvers, 'who had good

cause to be moving about Jerusalem during the recent period of tension,

Witnessed no such preparations.

B. The same point may be made as to the charges of abnormal

activities in the construction or fortification of guard posts.

turn to the evidence rela.ting to the first period of firing.

II. Did the outbreak of the firing reveal a planned attack by either side?

Here ' ..e are on different grounds from the claim of prior build_up.

A. Each party has constructed f'r<;>m the record a persuasive case, to show

that his own side ,.tas taken by surprise, when the shooting began. There is

eye~witness testimony on each side, including that of neutral observers,

relating how personnel rushed to man or to reinforce tr.e posts on both sides

of the Line. A f'or;::e planning to oiJen fire, runs the rislc of drawing heav::r

fire, and would logically have had reserve forces, already drawn intQ position,

to cOUl1ter whatever the opposition may offer. No reports indicated this to be

the case on either side.

B. I Call see neither of the two Nations plBJ.m~ng and carrying out a heavy

firing assaul~, while leaVing their civilians unprotected in the frontal areas.

No evidence has reached us to indicate that an evacuation of civilians from the

border areaS took 'place on either side of the Line in Jerusalem prior to the

firing of 30 June 1954.
On the contrary, there is testimony taken by Observer teams on both sides

"to show considerable civilian panic at certain points close to the firing line,

and each Delegation has dralffi upon this evidence. The absence of' any sta.te

of alert may be argued tram norrae.l civil a.ctivities on either side.

'I
{'
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c. This brings me to a matter clearly emerging froln the evidence, a.

point w'hich, to me) seems both inescapable and dec:i.sive. This CQucerns the

pattern and tempo of' the first fire. No militp..ry analyst can fail to take

into account the elementary logj.c the,t it "Tould. be folly to prepare an attack

along an extensive line of fire, and then to open with just a few isolated

shots, later a few bursts, ouly laGer some shooting up or down the line, end

then even a peried of qtliet~ On the contrary, we all know that a planned attack

must, t:or its Cim success and the safety of the attackers, open wit,h heavy,

concerted, and steady fire. Here, bouevcr, we are at Cl.ce confronted by the

fact that there was a lull in the firing soon after it commenced, and other

periods of comparative qUietness during the first hour; the fact that,

according" to many witnesses, the firing st&'ted with a few rifle sr.otSj and

the fact that the firing did not start ~ong ,the entire JerusaJ.em front

simultaneously, but gathered its momentum sporadicel1y, in successive stages.

This certainly does not, from a military point of vie~v, paint the picture of a

plr-..nned attack.

III. I must no~v consider the matter of the casualties on the Israeli side,

and the lack of casualties on the Jordan side, during the first hours of firing

on 30th June 1954. Does this fact establish the element of surprise, this

proving that Jordan must have inflicted these casualties by suddenly opening

fire into Israel .Terusalem?

A. First, \vere these casualties, in fact, th~l result of absolute surprise?

No. According to the casuaJ.ity list handed to the United Nations Observers on

the Israeli side, we find the following: eight (8) Israelis were wounded by

midnight of 30th June~ The follOWing times were listed to show when these persons

were \"lOunded: one at l745Z, or perhaps sooner; tl'lO at 180~, one at

approY.imately IBOOZ, one at !§LQ.Z), one at 202~ and tl-TO at ,?g9~. By studying the

" personal reports and statements of the United Nations Military Observers l and the

statements of witnesses, we Hnd that exchanges of fire had been reported and

observed prior to most of the casualties listed for 30th June. From this :t"'act

I find that the casualties on the Israeli side during the first hours of firing

are not attributable to an element of surprise~
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B. I ffil.tst therefore consider whethel' there are other explanations for

the lack of balance in the :first casualties of 30th June.

First of all, on the Israeli side of Jerusalem, there are more open

spaces, less protection, more streets tllat can easily suffer an enfilading

fire even at night, mare activity and a greater concentration of dwellings

near the Demarcation Line, and, usually also, a greater number of people on

the streets after dark.

c. In Arab Jerusalem, on the other hand, to fire into and against the

lfB.lled city is to rh'e into a city of stone roofs, narl'owalleys, and

few open spaces, all surrounded by a high, heavily constructed, stone wall.

Like'''ise, some walling is still under construction to protect open spots

outside the Old City walls. Few residents of the Old City ctlstomarily move

about after dark. Moreover, the f'iring did not spread. rapidly aJ.ong the entire

Jeru;salem :front after the concentration of fire in the centl~aJ. sector where

Jordanians are well :PI'Otected. By the time it reached peripheral areas \~here

Jordan is relatively more exposed, most people had round shelter.

D. The numerous Israel 21f mortar shells that fell on the walled city

on the night of 30th June ·landed mafnly on rooftops and did relatively little

damage. It was not until the follmving day, when 2" and 311 mortar fire was

directed into the city during the hours when people were in the open areas

that mortar casuaJ.ties mounted rapidly. So also, the daylight hours brought a

relatively more equal opport~ity for the selection of targets for rifle and

automatic fire.

For all these reasons, I can only conclude th~t the Jerusalem incident,

beglIming 30th June, '\oras not thought out in advance by either pSl'ty" and was not

the result of a planned attack. As I shall have occasion to state again in my

conclusion, I do not, in finding that there was no plan, minimize the

l"esponsibility of either party. The incident should have been prevented.

IV. This brings me to eXamine \.,hether responsibility can at least be fixed

for the firing of the first shot.

..,
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Gentlemen, I submit that it is im,possible to determine ,..ho fired the-
first shot, as long as the evidence remains in utter conflict, as to even

• the time of the first ShClt.

A. Before considering the question of the time ,.,hen firing started on

30 June, I should like to recall the efforts which have been made here to

check, as far as possible, the accuracy of the various testimony given by

Witnesses. In particular, the question frequently arose: How did they Imow

or estimate the time '-Then they saW' or heard what they allegedly did see ,or

hear'l The resumption of the firing after 30 June obliged the United Nations

Observers to divide their efforts between carrying out their investigations

and maintaining the cease-fire~ Various witnes~es were interrogated after

an a-ppreciable delay and what they had imagined or been told in the interval,

may-in certain cases have colour~~ their actual experience.

Some witnesses may have ~dded to their experience precise <details

calculated to mislead investigators, particularly regarding the time iifhen

the other side fired across the demarcation line.

Let 'us consider who is or may be in a position' to have information as to

the time when firing began and developed..

In the first place, the tyro Govel~nments, whose army and police conunands

must have received immediate 'or qUick information about what 'WaS taking place

along the demarcation line.

In the second place, Witnesses, including United Nations Observers, who were

close to the demarcation line. .. Each of' them sa'.; or helard 'Wbe.t bappened in a

more or less limited area.. He could not know 1.;hat ha.ppened in other areas.

Let us'consider first, official statements from both sides, prior to the

investigation of the incidents.

On 1 July, the two Governments addressed to the Secretary-General of the

United Nations communications which Were pUblished as Security Council documents,

in New York. The Jordanian communication (8/32:';8) refers to the showering of

tithe Arab town of Jel'useJ.em utth bullets and shells of automatic guns incessantly

as from 8.30 P.M. until midnight" on 30 June. The Israeli communication (8/3259)

states tha.t on 30 June, at 20.45 hoUl's, heavy fire "Tas opened from the wall of the

Old City of Jerusalem into the streets of the New City.
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In describing the incident, the Senior Israel Delegate, at our meeting "Jf

1 July, stated that on 30 June, at 20.31 hours, Israeli time, a number of shots

i'lere fired !'rom the Old City wall tOi'Tards the NevT City of Jerusalem, and ,,!
that one policeman and one civilian were immediately wOi.U1ded.

There followed the investigation by United Nations Observers, and the ~
questions put to them on 11 July. In the resolutioIll3 submitted to us we I
find that the beginning of firing is fixed by Jordan at about !715Z by Israel at

about ~. It is clear from the records of the last two meetings that

assertions as to the timing of the beginning of the incident have altered during

Our discussions.

B. On each side of the line, the irltnesses vary by 45 minutes in

their assertions as to when the other opened fire - with allegations on each

side for as early as l700Z and fOl~ as late as 1745Z. The witnesses include,

on both sides, trained army and police personnel, as well as civilians and

various church authorities.

C. Tlle evidence is not even conclusive as to the place of the first.

firing. Many witnesses could speak of the first shot as having been fired

in the Old City wall - Mamillah Road sector, in the Notre-Dame area, or at

Deir Abu Tor.

D. I think I can fairly state that each of you have impliedly

recognized the underlying difficulty of establishing the time and place of

the first firing. Each has sought to reason from a variety of indirect

inferences that the ~iring must be deemed to have emanated from the other side.

But I am bound by the ~vidence before us. It fails to resolve the

Dla.'1.y contradictions as to the moment at which the shooting began. It is

accordingly impossible for me to conclude that any particular shot, of which

such and such witnesses speak, must have been the first one.
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v. I wish, to examine only one other element. If I cannot agree that

an attack '.as planned, or that fire can be shown to have been opened by one

side but not the otherlit is nevertheless my duty to exa:.ll.ine whether there is

evidence of a relatively spontaneous outbreak of these lamentable hostilities.

t I wish to stress again the !liC'ullting tension along the Jerusalem

Demarcation Line in the days and weeks preceding the incident.

A. There were repeated incidents of ~ock throwing by the. personnel

posted_on both sides of the line. This is attested to in the reports, and

Military Observers. have d:i.rectly experiencedthis phenomenon.

B. The test~mony speaks or other preaches of ordinary military decorum

by personnel posted lfhere, the two lines nearly adjoin, including insulting

taunts and gestt~es.

C. The incident began With isolated shots} according to an appreciable

consensus 9f witnesses, as well as several ~tllitary Ouservers. It "is quite

possible that a guard on one side, enraged by a stone or insult from the

opposite side, fired his gun. In the tense atmosphere of the moment,

answering shots w01.<ld nat'l.1rally have followed.

D. Both Delegations in8~st that their own forces were under orders,

before the incident, not to return fire. I have no reason to disbelieve

these assertions. But the fact is that fire was exchanged from a very early

moment. This indicates cases of ina(lequate military discipline.

E. However that may be, after the successive cease...fire arrangements,

isolated shooting and sniping was res\mled. Again, 1 have no call to doubt

your good faith in mutually promising the cease~firej' but it is clear

that neither side had the practical ability to put ~~ end to this sniping.

It serves little purpose for each Delegation to argue that after the cease-fires,

their own side only shot back at snipers. The facts show that after the

cease-fires, both sides continued to suffer civilian casualties in

circumstances that werc proof of sniping or of other undisciplined fire at

civilians. Moreover, I find the same impossiollity of determining which

side first broke cease...fires as confronted me in the lnatter of the commencement

of the incident.
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I do not underestimate the temper that an incident of this character

arouses in the forces on the 21ne of fire. But I do stress that the facts

all betray a situation in wh:l.ch a spontaneous and uncontrolled outbree.k of

heavy fire could shatter the peace of Jerusalem _ with llllforeseeable and

~ragic consequences n~t intended by either party.

It is for that very reason that I have offered five practical steps

which, I believe, would greatly assist in bringing the situation under

control. I repeat my request that you act upon those five suggestions. I am

glad that 1t 1s agreed that both Parties should abide by them.

In repeating my suggestion, it is necessary for me to make plain to you

the conclusion which I derive from my analysis of all the evidence as::I have

just outlined it to you. F01~ all the reasons I have stated, I cannot vote

for either of your resolutions.

I therefore urge you, once J again, not to plqess your resolutions to a vote.

}lhat has happened cannot be passed over lightly. Both siJes share the

responsibility for the casualties resulting from this tragic outbrealt. But, I

again ask you, therefore, to turn your attention to the future, and to the

measttres which we should all work out together .. not for condemning one side

on the basis of intuition rather than clear eVidence, but for preventing the

recurrence of bloodshed.

Indeed, if I am right, ~ as I mu persuaded _ that this incident had its

origin in an unexpected outburst, then resolutions of condemnation have no

preventive value, but practical measures to prevent what neither side intended

become inescapably ul~gent.

I intend to hold conversations with the Parties to discuss such measures.

The people on both sides of this trOUblesome demarcation line deserve a feeling

of security, and it is our privlege, as well as our responsibility, to bring

this about.

~ ..~....
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